Tuesday: Read Karelia Stetz-Waters story *As Though My First Was the Only First*
Visit her webpage at [www.kareliastetzwaters.com](http://www.kareliastetzwaters.com)

Thursday: Valley Writers Event: Karelia Stetz-Waters reading in NSH 209 @ 1:00

Write: Write a paragraph in response to each of the following prompts. In sum, your full-page single-spaced writing will have three paragraphs in response.

- **Summary:** In a paragraph, summarize what happened in *As Though My First Was the Only First*
- **Analysis:** Now that you’ve summarized the plot, analyze it. Identify and explain the conflict, the climax, the resolution.
- **Meet the author!** We have the opportunity to hear the author read this chapter from her novel *Suburban Love Stories*. After you’ve visited her website and read and analyzed her story, develop a list of questions that you’d like to ask this writer. You won’t need to ask these questions on Thursday, of course, but develop a list of questions nonetheless.